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What makes a church a cathedral?
A message from the Dean

I

am often asked by visitors and parishioners why we are a cathedral. The easy
answer is that until 1922, we were a parish church and simply named the Church
of the Holy Trinity. In that year we agreed to become the pro-cathedral for the

Convocation of Episcopal Churches in Europe, then known as the Convocation of
American Churches in Europe. For us to assume this designation made perfect sense.
We were the oldest parish in the Convocation, the “Mother Church.” And we were
and still are by far the largest parish in the Convocation. Yet, beyond that easy
answer, to be a cathedral implies a deeper vocation and identity.
As you know, a cathedral finds its roots in the Middle Ages. In the middle of the
city, in the middle of the anonymity and frenzy of urban life, the cathedral stands
as sacred space and safe haven. The cathedral offers itself as an icon through which
all who enter are invited to discover layers of meaning that provide clues to the
wonder and meaning of existence. Most cathedrals therefore, including the American
Cathedral in Paris, are designed to inspire awe and are large enough and beautiful
enough to cause us to become still, to get quiet, and to know that God is God.
A cathedral should be a place that is unambiguously spiritual, a place where people
of all walks of life can experience God’s holy and life-giving Spirit. This might be
experienced in the haunting beauty of our architecture or our music or the words
of our prayers and our preaching. A cathedral should be a place of renewal, a place
of radical welcome and gracious hospitality. A cathedral is a place where faith is
renewed, nurtured, and challenged for growth. Seekers are offered a place to belong
wherever they might be on their journey with God. A cathedral maintains a radical
commitment to welcoming the stranger in our midst as if we are welcoming the
Christ.
A cathedral is place where education matters and matters greatly. It is a place
where a goodly portion of our resources are used to support the search for truth and
meaning.

A cathedral should provide a safe and inquiring ambience for people to

wrestle with the great questions of our time. A cathedral should be a place pulsating
04
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with the rhythms of dialogue and engagement. A cathedral helps to make the word of
God and the message of the Gospel more accessible to all who seek God or a deeper
knowledge of God.
A cathedral’s commitment to compassion, justice and peace must translate into
mission. A cathedral must be constantly searching for authentic means to be a place
of sanctuary and a place of healing and reconciliation. The cathedral’s vocation for
advocacy finds its clearest model in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, who regularly
positioned himself to be in intimate proximity to those on the very fringes of
society.
While embracing all the ways it is uniquely called to serve as a cathedral, we must
never forget that we are a parish church. A cathedral must never forget those who
worship faithfully Sunday upon Sunday and who call this their parish home. As
a cathedral parish we must strive to care for our flock, especially the sick and the
dying, the lost and the hurting and the grieving and the “unlovable.” Intentional and
compassionate pastoral care must be offered by clergy and laity alike. The cathedral
parish cares for its children and youth and provides creative excellence in programs
that will nurture them in their journey into adulthood and encourage them and their
parents in their life in God.
In short, a cathedral should serve as a model for excellence. All that we are and all
that we do should constantly aspire to excellence, manifesting our best and brightest
offering to the Glory of God.

The Very Reverend Zachary Fleetwood
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Five priests
recall
their Paris
passages

Visitors

with collars

I

’ll admit it now that it’s all over: I was
worried about our daring plan. The plan
was this: to travel halfway around the
world, gather four grown children from
different points on the globe, live in the

gracious space of a deanery, preach a handful of
sermons ... and marry your child on the Cathedral
grounds. All in the space of a month.
What I hadn’t counted on in that potentially
volatile mix was this: the Church and her People. I
had forgotten about a space: a space that is created
by the partnership of God and a congregation. A

Jordan Ferrer, Tessa Ferrer, Gabrielle Ferrer, Andrew Romano, Dustin Ferrer Romano, Debby Boone
Ferrer, Gabriel Ferrer. Photo courtesy of Gabriel Ferrer

space that is warm, familiar and welcoming. A space
that is also very accustomed to the eccentricities
of a variety of “drop-ins” from around the world.

To explore,
to rest,
to connect—
and to give
away the bride

A space where (as Dean Fleetwood puts it) “one
enters into a different realm, a dimension of life
that is transcendent yet strangely familiar.”
Here is where we landed on a rainy Saturday
in early July. And for the next 30 days we were
given both what we needed and what we asked for,
from the nearest grocer to the parish’s internet
passcodes. We also received what we hadn’t
known we needed: the space to explore, to rest and
to connect.
To explore this amazing city, yes. To explore
it in a way that is impossible in a week or two.

by The Reverend Gabriel Ferrer
06

But also to explore the Cathedral itself. To have
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the luxury of hours of quiet contemplation in its

And you do it so well, that by the time my third

nooks and crannies. And then to rest. To rest the

Sunday rolled around, I too, felt like one of you,

body as well as the soul.

welcoming others who had just arrived, blinking at

It was the connections that, in the end, made

the beauty and majesty of their new surroundings.

all the difference. A brother of someone I was

And, when at coffee hour I was greeted by one of

mentoring in an EfM group in Los Angeles

my fellow clergy from back home who was just

“just happened” to live here. He and his family

“stopping by” (as one does), I was able to play the

welcomed us with a generous heart that said much

part of a local, and escort her around to meet a

about the spiritual life of this place. One of the

dozen fascinating people, all of whom treated her

Cathedral organists was on his way to Los Angeles

with the same generosity of spirit that they had

to work, and another was from my mother’s very

passed on to me earlier in the month.

small town of Maysville, Kentucky. And on and

Oh! I should also say that the wedding went

on. From office staff to those who volunteered to

off without a hitch. But that’s another story for

help out liturgically, it all seemed very transcendent

another occasion. For now, a simple but heartfelt

and comfortingly familiar.

“thank you” will have to suffice for your willingness

This, of course, is the gift you give to those

to be the Church as God intended it to be.

around you—most of the time without even being
fully aware of it. You fling your doors wide open
and offer to the world the heart of God, clothed in
human flesh.

The Rev. Gabriel Ferrer has served as associate rector of All
Saints’ Beverly Hills since 1997. In 2005 he read for orders in the
Diocese of Los Angeles and was ordained in 2006.

‘The sparrow has
found her a house’
by The Reverend Jane Foulcher

C

anberra, Australia. This morning you
can feel the coming cool in the air. Lake
Burley Griffin has given up an early fog,

which now drifts past my windows, turning the
trees into shadows. White cockatoos reel noisily
across the sky, the morning traffic hums over the
hill. I’ve been home for a month now, and it seems
as if Paris is receding at the same speed as the
plane that delivered us back (continued on page 08)
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Visitors with collars
(continued from page 07)

to “the other side of the world.” It’s autumn here,

Food (what else in Paris!) shared with new

but in Paris it’s early spring. Perhaps the chestnuts

friends: the Champagne welcome in the Parish

are blossoming, or soon will.

Hall … the Italian deli across the street and the

Six months in Paris was the gift of a lifetime.

Lebanese place around the corner … chili and

My husband John, a poet and teacher, had been

galette des rois for Twelfth Night … and the last

awarded a studio at the Cité Internationale des Arts,

supper with Zachary, Donna and Elizabeth. There

on the edge of the Marais, by the Australia Council.

was the miracle of entertaining guests around

Being in the midst of a doctoral project gave me

the trestle table in our one-room studio from a

the flexibility to join him. It was a productive time

two hotplate stove. And around the same table

for both of us. John has returned with a fistful of

listening to a bereaved son as we prepared for his

wonderful poems, and I researched and wrote

mother’s funeral, celebrated the next day in the

a chapter for my dissertation on Christian de

early December snow in Montparnasse Cemetery.

Chergé, one of the seven Cistercian monks killed

Around the altar, though, as we shared le corps du

in Algeria in 1996 (their story is told movingly in

Christ, we are simply brothers and sisters helping

the film, Des Hommes et des Dieux).

out at the table: the body of Christ sharing the

For me, though, the most surprising and joyful

body of Christ.

gift was being able to help out at the American

I’ve taken with me a fragment of Psalm 84 (with

Cathedral, before the appointment of Elizabeth

the gentle chant of the choir still echoing in my

Hendrick as the new canon pastor. This story began

ears). It expresses the deep sense of being at home

on our first Sunday in Paris with what I now know

that I found at the Cathedral. Simply because I

to be the legendary hospitality of the Cathedral:

found God there.

the friendly greeting at the door, the Dean’s warm
welcome during the liturgy, and the buzz of the
coffee hour afterwards. There was no need to look

The sparrow has found her a house

further: we’d found our English-speaking spiritual

and the swallow a nest where she may lay her

oasis.

young; by the side of your altars, O Lord of

At the center of this hospitable space is the
communion table (I can still hear the Dean’s

hosts . . .

words, the most important welcome of all: “. . .
wherever you are on your spiritual journey, you

God willing, perhaps our flight paths will meet

are welcome here”). As I reflect on the gift of my

again. Meanwhile, I give thanks to God for the

time at the cathedral, “helping out” at that table

tables we share.

sits at the heart. Everything else is just another
version of sharing the bread.
Down Under again, I have a treasure of table
stories to remind me of our time at the Cathedral.
08

The Rev. Jane Foulcher is a 1996 graduate of St Mark’s National
Theological College, Canberra, and has served as a parish priest and
chaplain in her native Australia.
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‘The beloved community’ in Paris
by The Reverend Timothy Boggs

E

xcuse me, what sort of place is this?

of your Cathedral on track.

Pardonnez moi, c’est quoi, cette maison?

The theologian Henri

Some years ago, while still in seminary,

Nouwen

has

written

I was invited by Dean Fleetwood to serve as your

poetically of the invitation

summer intern at the Cathedral. Each morning,

to become “the beloved

I took the Metro from my apartment across Paris,

community” of our God.

and was often the first to arrive. Juggling my keys

In a time when our culture

and opening the iron gates for the day, I was

is

sometimes stopped by a tourist or a Parisian or a

about the character of

neighboring diplomat who was wondering aloud

true community, we have been given all the gifts

just what sort of place the American Cathedral in

we need to create that beloved community. It’s a

Paris might be. Despite the bright and clear red

community of transforming relationship with our

signs announcing the Cathedral’s mission and

God and healing relationship with God’s people

affiliation, people seem to need a little help in

and all of creation. I feel you know this very well

understanding.

and are acting on it.

profoundly

confused

Having served that full summer as a seminarian

I also learned (or relearned) that your Cathedral

and just recently as a visiting priest, I am happy

is a place of story-telling, a safe place to bring

to report I have a very clear understanding of the

one’s experience and life. It seems so important

character and community of the Cathedral and

to me that you are striving to be a place where your

will gladly stand on your front step and share it

individual and common stories come together with

with anyone who asks!

the past, present and future stories of our faith.

You are blessed with one the most welcoming

We often forget that we are invited to find our

and large-hearted Episcopal churches anywhere.

place in the story of God’s people, but you are

It is a place where the regular and irregular

doing just that through your openness to each

worshipper, the lunchtime visitor and the evening

other and to the stranger. Whether it is the simple

concert-goer each finds a place of grace and

query about a hometown or a deeper invitation

beauty offered for them personally…offered with

to share in an adult forum or a pastoral moment,

a generous welcome.

you are listening to your own hearts and to those

For a visiting priest far from home, the welcome

near you.

this past January was simply wonderful. I was
struck by all your gracious invitations to
conversation and meals, by the competence and
grace of all the staff and volunteers, and by the
offers to help me do my part to keep the ministry
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The Rev. Timothy Boggs, a former Senior Vice President at Time
Warner, Inc. for over 20 years and a 2007 graduate of the General
Theological Seminary in New York, was assistant rector at St. Alban’s
Church in Washington and provost of the National Cathedral.
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Visitors with collars

The Body of Christ
on avenue George V
by The Reverend Maria DeCarvalho

S

ix years ago, when the Dean

and transgendered Christians, but for anyone

invited me to come and

in the congregation who is looking to be both

help out at the American

challenged and sustained by a community that

Cathedral, it was definitely the

refuses to be coerced into a false choice between

word Paris that made the idea

integrity and belonging.

twinkle. As I prepared for my

It is so much easier to espouse the ideal of

first trip, to help lead the vestry

servant leadership than it is actually to embody

retreat that year, scenes of celebrated quartiers

it, and to witness the ways in which Victoria

and monuments floated through my imagination.

de Csillery and Elizabeth Osborne care for the

Now, four visits later, a mention of the city

Sunday School teachers is to receive a real-life

immediately conjures faces and memories of

tutorial in how it’s done. Their devotion to the

the Body of Christ that gathers throughout each

children and teachers expresses itself in everything

week on avenue George V. St. Paul, who knew a

from the frank questions about mission and

thing or two about missing people, wrote to the

values with which they consistently challenge

Church at Thessalonica: “We always give thanks to

themselves to the planning, preparation and

God for all of you and mention you in our prayers,

cleanup for meals and events they provide for their

constantly remembering before our God and

colleagues. I find it inspiring to watch their whole-

Father your work of faith and labor of love and

heartedness shine as brightly in the making of a

steadfastness of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ.”

salad as in their attention to matters of curriculum

As I sit here in my Providence, Rhode Island,

and instruction.

kitchen, I’m flooded with recollections from my

Finally, when I recall the opportunities I have

time among you of the same kinds of work, love

had to worship with you, the Cathedral choir has

and hope that St. Paul praised in the Thessalonian

the power to lift my heart from 3,000 miles away.

church.

Here are some of my strongest

So now it is you, my brothers and sisters in

impressions: Jean-Marc Robinet, co-convener with

Christ, who have made Paris a real city of light.

Hope Newhouse of the Lambda Group, somehow

I am so happy and grateful to know you, and

manages to figure out when I am coming to Paris

for the ways you consistently make God’s

even before I do, and you can’t imagine the speed

purposes your own by showing love to each other

and alacrity with which he recruits people like me

— and to me!

to lead workshops or facilitate conversations. I
am always tremendously moved by the way the
Lambda Group and its leaders create a genuine
spiritual home not only for gay, lesbian, bisexual
10

The Rev. Maria DeCarvalho was Dean of The Cathedral of
St. John in Providence, R.I. In her work with Maria DeCarvalho &
Associates she now helps courageous executives draw on the power
of their deepest values to build essential relationships and produce
essential outcomes.
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Where grace abounds
by The Reverend Robert Ross

P

aris has always had a very special allure for

school where I serve.

me and my family. At last count, my wife,

In another example of

Sarah Gleason Ross, and I have visited

the Cathedral connections,

nine times. Each visit has enabled us to open

I looked down at a person

another page in our Livre de Paris.

at the communion rail and

So imagine my audacity when I reached out to

was delighted to see that it

your Dean to see if he needed any help during

was Dane Cook, the famed Public Broadcasting

his summer holiday. To my great delight he said

documentary producer. Only a month before,

that he did, and he would be pleased to welcome

I was having lunch with Dane and his wife at

me to his pulpit. Thanks to our friends, Charles

Wooster School.

Trueheart and Anne Swardson, we had a lovely

But if I never have the pleasure to return to the
Cathedral I will miss the sexton who showed up

place to stay.
The first time I climbed the stairs of the pulpit

in the vesting sacristy with a deliciously hot cup

I could feel the overwhelming presence of all

of coffee for me. Nor will I forget the tall cordial

those who had preceded me in that holy space. I

Frenchman, Michel Ranson, who was my lay

was certain that God had smiled upon this lovely

Eucharistic minister at the 9 a.m. Sunday service

church.

each week. The altar guild also was extremely kind

Perhaps the most meaningful encounters were

in explaining how church is done at the Cathedral.

with parishioners who came to me during coffee

All of these people made me feel welcome and part

hour to discuss a passage from the Bible. In each

of the staff.

and every case I could feel their longing to know

So – as it has been said in high school yearbooks

more. It most cases, the passages were those that

over the decades – don’t ever change. What you

have generated the most controversy. Often we

do for the souls of those in your care is immense.

would spend so much time talking that the gates

Your hospitality is warm and sincere.

were closing on the close.

music is uplifting. When you leave the American

Your

Coffee hour is a place where grace abounds.

Cathedral you truly know you have been to church.

I’ll never forget meeting a Kenyan woman who

This is a great gift from God and all those who have

had just arrived in Paris and was seeking out a

contributed to the Cathedral’s legacy.

local community. Another memorable encounter
came when a couple came up to me and
announced that they were from my home state of
Connecticut.
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They had great insight into the

The Rev. Robert Ross, a graduate of Virginia Theological Seminary,
is a former Episcopal rector in Oysterville, Massachusetts, and Menlo
Park, California, and is currently chaplain at the Wooster School in
Danbury, Connecticut.
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Mrs. Amory Houghton, center, and parishioners. Photo:The American Cathedral Archives

Opus Episcopalum
How our I
needleworks
t took five years to build the American Cathedral in

Paris. It took 17, beginning in 1960, to complete the next
most extensive project in the Cathedral’s history: making

needlepoint coverings for the stalls, cushions, hassocks and

came to be
by Nancy Webster

12

furnishings of the chancel and the nave. The project became so
popular as it advanced that dozens of women, in France, the
United States and elsewhere, were still working on the last of
the 400 dark red kneelers for the nave in 1977.
Trinité magazine Spring 2011

Needlework is as old as history, older than

offered to haggle, but Mrs. Joseph V. Reed, a friend

painting. It flourished throughout Christian times

of Mrs. Houghton’s, stepped in and bought a fine

as decoration meant to depict vividly the symbols

arts policy that covered the event.

and stories of our faith, “for the glory of God.” It

Cameron Allen details the sweep of this

reached such heights of accomplishment in 13th

dedicated workforce in his History of the

Century England that it became known throughout

American Cathedral of the Holy Trinity. “These

medieval Europe as “Opus Anglicanum,” English

women were from Paris, from the United States,

work. Today it is seen perhaps nowhere more than

and elsewhere, Anglicans, Protestants, Orthodox

in Anglican and Episcopal churches.

and Roman Catholic.” The first stage of work,

The idea of creating extensive needlework

covering the sanctuary and choir, was installed

for the American Cathedral was carried to Paris

and dedicated in 1961. Among the highlights

from Washington by Laura Houghton, the wife of

were covers for the choir kneelers depicting state

Amory Houghton, the U.S. Ambassador to France

flowers of the 50 states.

from 1957 to 1961. The Washington Cathedral’s

Then the group turned to the Chapel of St.

1,000 pieces of needlework were the inspiration.

Paul the Traveller. The kneelers were described in

The ambassador became a great supporter of our

the plans as “32 articles designed in symbols and

cathedral, at various times vestryman, president

scenes appropriate to the story of St. Paul.” They

and speaker of the Men’s Club and among the

were dedicated in 1964.

sponsors of Junior Guild galas.
Mrs. Houghton began by bringing “These women were from Paris, from the U.S., and elsewhere,
together a junior version of Mrs. Anglicans, Protestants, Orthodox and Roman Catholic.”
Astor’s “Four Hundred,” New York’s
old social elite, to donate to the project or work a

After that came the longest-term project:

tapestry piece and draw in other participants. She

providing needlework covers for the kneelers

recruited such names as Mrs. Legrand Benedict,

for the congregation. By 1967, the needlepoint

Mme Henri Bonnet, Mrs. Livingston Merchant,

committee under Mrs. Johnson Garrett reported

Mrs. Pinkney Tuck, Mrs. Randall Burgess, Mrs. C.

that a third of them had already been done. It took

Douglas Dillon, among many others, for a total of

the next decade to complete.

96 women.

The designs chosen for the needlework were

To attract more donors, a tea and “Exposition

ordered from Women’s Home Industries in

d’Ouvrages en Tapisserie” were held in the Parish

London; the firm still exists. Its tapestry shop

Hall (entrée 5 NF !) on May 6, 1960. The articles,

had experts in the delicate tasks of creating the

borrowed from friends of the Cathedral, included

religious motifs and transferring them to canvas.

chair backs, wall hangings, slippers, hand bags

First the right gauge of canvas had to be used to

and, of course, cushion covers. Since some of them

facilitate the weaving of the designs, which in

were old and of considerable value, there was

turn had to be carefully chosen. Not all designs

some dismay over the cost of insurance for the few

are legible when woven on a flat plane. Then yarn

days of the exhibit. Karl Cate, then the treasurer,

colors had to be selected (continued on page 14)
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How our needleworks came to be
(continued from page 13)

Here is how the original vision was set out: In
the sanctuary on the left, the three clergy-stalls
had seat cushions with the symbols of the Lamb
for Innocence, the Dove for the Holy Ghost, and
the Hart for Piety; two prie-dieu had the Palm for
Martyrdom; the Bishop’s throne had the Crown
for Sanctity and the Alpha and Omega for Christ;
his prie-dieu showed the Three Rings for the Holy
Ghost, and the Nimbus for Divine Glory. On
the panel is the Anglican Compass Rose. Most of
these pieces are still there but in different places.
The Compass Rose and the Lamb are nowhere to
be found.
On the opposite side of the sanctuary were
cushions depicting the Chalice for the Eucharist;
the Pelican for redemption through Christ; the
Peacock for immortal existence and the Phoenix
of resurrection. The Canon’s stall had the lily,
Prie-dieu
Photo:The American Cathedral Archives

symbol of purity; and the crown for recompense.
In another clergy stall was an image of St. Matthew

14

that would enhance the details of the central

representing the human side of Christ’s ministry.

picture.

Many of them are still there but in different

In the Cathedral archives is a large pen and

placements. These items were dedicated at a special

ink drawing dictating the placement of each item

service on October 1, 1961, for which Ambassador

in the chancel, according to an over-all scheme,

and Mrs. Houghton returned to Paris, having left

with the name of the assigned worker. Anyone

for home the previous spring. There were also

trying to follow this original placement today

three altar kneelers: two with the miracle of the

will be disappointed: dailiness intervened. Over

loaves and the fishes and a central one with the

the years the kneelers and seating cushions have

chalice for the Eucharist.

been moved around so much that only a few of the

As the needlework mania spread, new designs

original placements remain. In fact, the 50 state

were ordered for the Chapel of St. Paul the

kneelers, each with the state’s name as well as its

Traveller, to be worked on a light blue background.

official flower, were removed from the choir area

It is worthwhile taking a look at these, many of

and now are scattered among the pews in the nave.

which are endearing. A sword, the Acropolis, the

They were replaced in the choir stalls by designs

Colosseum, a scroll, sandals with their laces flying,

of musical instruments, such as violins and pipes,

and scourges are featured on the small kneelers.

sewn on to the simple old velvet cube hassocks,

The five prie-dieu depict St. Paul’s escape by the

which are smaller than the nave kneelers.

wall at Damascus, his plea to the centurion, his
Trinité magazine Spring 2011

captivity at sea, the shipwreck and his martyrdom
in Rome. The communion rail kneelers show
a ship under sail, a book and a sword – in all 32
pieces, which represent the second campaign.
Mrs. Sturges Riddle, Mrs. Henri Smith-Hutton,
Comtesse Alain d’Eudeville, Mrs. John Haskell,
among others, did the needlepoint. In 1964 three
children’s kneelers were made, with central designs
of the lamb, fawn and rabbit.
In addition to all this, in the Martyrs’ Memorial
Chapel are seven prie-dieu with needlework sewn
onto both kneelers and armrests. At the main
communion rail there are three long kneelers,
perhaps the most visible of the needleworks
to Sunday worshippers. The only worked seat
cushions in the nave are in the first eight pews on
the left
Of course, not everyone who was drafted to sew

Mrs. Amory Houghton and parishioners working in the Deanery. Photo:The American Cathedral Archives

became a fan of needlepoint. Toni Esterling wrote
recently from California that her speciality was

who established an American ambulance service in

to finish other people’s kneelers when they came

the Bois de Boulogne during the Franco-Prussian

down with sore fingers or just got tired. Handing

War in 1870.

her unfinished piece in, Mrs Charles Bohlen (wife

In 1977 a special service marked the completion

of a future Ambassador to France) said of the

of the Needlework Project and the first visit to

kneelers: “Too many dots make me dizzy.”

Paris of Dean Emeritus Sturges and Betty Riddle

Baptistery stall cushions commemorating six

since their retirement in 1974. “To honor their 25

famous Americans residents of Paris were then

years of devoted service,” a needlework sanctuary

undertaken and dedicated in 1973. They are of

rug was presented. It remains there to the right of

Benjamin Franklin, John Paul Jones, Robert

the altar.

Fulton, John Howard Payne, Thomas W. Evans

In 1992 the Junior Guild took over the

and James Abbott McNeill Whistler. As you enter

cost of restoring some of the kneelers. I remember

the nave today you can view four of them at the

toting some of them down to “Sièges et Décor”

right along the wall: HOME SWEET HOME,

in the 11th arrondissement for cleaning and

for Payne, who wrote the song; Poor Richard’s

remounting. Then Lois Kumpers found a less

Almanack 1733, for Franklin; Whistler’s Mother;

expensive tapissier and spent many Sundays

and an ambulance drawn by two horses for Dr.

kneeling on dozens to see if the kapok stuffing had

Thomas Evans, a celebrity dentist whose patients

given way. Eventually a friend of Pamela Tessier

included Napoleon III and Empress Eugenie, and

picked them up 10 at a time (continued on page 16)
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How our needleworks came to be
(continued from page 15)

and took them to her

“Margie Garrett recruited a needlepoint teacher to

workshop for repairs.

come to the Cathedral to train us and we did an

Pamela’s home-made

awful pillow before she would let us loose on the

orange

marmalade,

kneelers.” Karl Cate, variously vestryman, junior

a staple at Junior

warden and treasurer, was the hero who kept the

League

accounts over the years.

events

for

years, was sold to pay
some of the bills.

many years managed the renowned Erica Wilson

Some 400 people
from

15

countries
states
to

the

project,

needlework shop in New York, was the teacher.

different

She received her call from Margie Garrett in the

and

35

middle of the project. The upshot: “I taught some

contributed

30 ladies a variety of stitches on canvas in the

successful

Tower for two weeks. I had a ball.” The exuberant

completion of the
Mrs. Amory Houghton and a fellow parishioner present
Dean Riddle with needlepoint commemoration book.
Photo:The American Cathedral Archives

Edith Bourier, a onetime parishioner who for

either

outcome remains among our greatest prides.

by

working a piece or
contributing toward
the cost of mounting

and materials. Their names are kept in a leatherbound book in the archives, where the materials for
this article are stored. Probably the most important
contributor was Mrs. Johnson Garrett, who took
over the project on the Houghtons’ departure and
wrote countless letters asking for help, thanking
people, reminding them and keeping records.
Gail Worth, now retired in Florida, recalls how

Nancy Webster, a parishioner since 1959, has held many leadership positions at the Cathedral, most recently the chairmanship of
the Archives Committee.
The Archives Committee members – Frances Bommart, Tom
Byrd, Jane Marion, Kate Thweatt and Nancy Webster – meet weekly
to organize the historic documents of the Cathedral. The committee
is a frequent and invaluable resource for Trinité and answers many
questions from history writers and art students, as well as family
members asking for information about former parishioners.

^ NEVER TOO EARLY TO SAVE THE DATE ]
Trinity Weekend 2012
June 1-3

Celebrate the Cathedral’s mission with Friends and parishioners.
For more information: development@americancathedral.org
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want
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havehavenots

An inquiry into
scarcity and plenty

faithful, Jesus said that the first and
greatest law is that we love God with all
our heart, with all our soul and with all
our mind. Jesus makes it clear that the

foundation of moral action lies in the heart that
loves, in the sincerity of its intentions.
Interiority is surely one of the most distinctive

elements of Christianity. Though it includes
external elements, our faith is not fundamentally
based on conformity to an ethical code or creedal
formulation; it is not essentially about spiritual
exercises or churchly rites. It is based on an
individual inner relationship with God through
Jesus Christ; and that, in turn, implies – or catalyzes
– an interior life of prayer, a Psalmonic awareness
of God’s fatherly presence in our lives.
We have a powerfully figurative moment of
this in the encounter between Mary Magdalene
and the resurrected Jesus as recorded in the Gospel
of John. Mary has been questioning a man she
presumes is the gardener about the empty tomb
when the man replies with a single word of address
– Mary. Hearing her own name opens her eyes.
The question she had put to the gardener (Where
have you taken the body of Jesus?) is answered but
in a way that completely reframes the question,
transforming her sorrowful sense of deprivation
(where is body of Jesus?) into recognition of
unimaginable plenty (he is standing right in front
of you!).
Keep this image in mind as we consider how the
spiritual perceptions of scarcity and plenty depend
on our hearing God’s individual call to us.

want

by Peter Fellowes

I

n defining the claims of the law on the

Within the literature of Christian interiority,
want

the narrative form dominates. Stories of individual
salvation beginning with (continued on page 18)
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An inquiry into scarcity and plenty
(continued from page 17)

St. Paul’s in Acts or Augustine’s in The Confessions

He has to come to terms in the end

become in time commonplace among Christians,

With the obstinate, the tougher

particularly after Reformation theology repositions

self; who does not speak,

the redemptive moment away from the sacraments

Who never talks, who cannot argue;

of the church to the soul of the individual believer.

......... .. .....................

Puritan accounts such as John Bunyan’s Grace

The willing self can contrive the disaster

Abounding to the Chief of Sinners right up to

Of this unwilling partnership

the latest TV evangelist’s broadcast testify to the

– but can only flourish

intervention of God in the lives of the saved.

In submission to the rule of

Less ample, it seems to me, is a literature

the stronger partner.

which maps the principal features of Christian
spirituality in a way similar to that which modern

I have often thought of this dichotomy between

psychology has used to document the geography

the self-that-wants and the obstinate mute self

of our emotional lives. One thinks of the moral

when I have come up against that hardest of all

allegories of the Middle Ages – the psychomachia

questions: what do you want? This is the question

– which personify the battle between virtue and

that Jesus poses as his first words to his future

vice over the soul of humankind. But generally

disciples in the gospel of John; and it remains the

speaking, we seem not to have improved upon

most important question we must answer in life.

Jesus’ humble reference to the heart as the interior

The self-that-wants, of course, has no problem

place where we are truly known by God.

coming up with answers to this question; the only

In his play The Cocktail Party, T. S. Eliot offers

challenge is prioritizing the wish-list.

a simple anatomy of the interior life which may

As we progress from infancy, the answers may

serve us as a point of departure in a discussion

change – as we move from urgent biological desires

of scarcity and plenty. One of Eliot’s characters

to more complex social aspirations (e.g., I want

has just discovered that his wife has walked out

a happy marriage, I desire career advancement,

on their marriage; and this humiliation, which

I want to be admired by my peers) – but the list

he feels first as acute social embarrassment, soon

itself only lengthens. The self-that-wants always

induces in him an unfamiliar but fertile state of

promises happiness, but we find out sooner or

reflection:

later that this promise usually disappoints. The
moment the prize is obtained, it begins to lose its

18

I see that my life was determined long ago

charm. Associated problems we had never thought

And the struggle to escape from it

of make themselves felt; we may become anxious

Is only a make-believe, a pretense

or restless or maybe we slip into dull complacency

That what is, is not or could be changed.

as other objects of desire stir our imagination.

The self that can say “I want this –

In one way or another, however, we are forcibly

or want that –

reminded that our capacity for happiness is not as

The self that wills – he is a feeble creature;

large as we had imagined. It’s been over-sold to us.
Trinité magazine Spring 2011

meet our own and others’ expectations. Thus our

notswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses
wantwantwanthavehavenotswan wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses twanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththe
joneses wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswan
wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses twanthavehavenots
keepingupwiththejoneses wantmememewantwantwanthav
However reluctantly or
late, we are ultimately
havenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejonese
wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwancompelled by our own experience to acknowledge
thavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses wantmemethat a selfless love residing
with God or in the
mewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses
wantmememewant
heart of another person is the
only invitation we’re
wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthagoing to get to a happiness so deep-reaching that
vehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses wantwanthavehawe know possession of itvenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses
is the reason for which
wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanwe have lived, the treasure for which we have
thavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses wantmemebeen searching in the wrong
places. Without this
mewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses
acknowledgement, the self-that-wants
lives in a wantmememewantwant
wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanversion of hell; and thisthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses
often becomes clearer,
wanthavehavenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses
the closer the life raft of
the ego unattached to
wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthave
God or any other person
approaches the abyss of
havenotskeepingupwiththejoneseswantmememewantwantwa
extinction.
thavehavenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejones
wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthaAs unattractive as this
self is, however, we
vehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses wantmememewan
mustn’t ever forget that ittwantwanthavehavenotswantwant
champions the rational
wantmememewanoption for us to taketwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingu
through life. We are
pwiththejoneses havehavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses
predisposed by nature and conditioned by society
wantmememewantwantwanthavehavenotswantwanthave
to dedicate our lives to the projecthavenotskeepingupwiththejoneses
of the self. We

summer vacations require tremendous editorial

may be repelled by greedy people who show bad

work before we can answer such a question as we

manners at the great banquet
table of life, but
if
keepingupwiththejoneses
wantmememewantwantwantha
vehavenotswantwanthavehavenotskeepingupwiththejone
we have learned our lessons
well, we do approve

It was Oscar Levant – does anyone remember
Oscar Levant? – who famously said: “Happiness
isn’t something you experience; it’s something
you remember.” I have always been fond of this
observation because it exposes the insufficiency
of happiness: the reality itself always requires an
admixture of the imagination, whether it takes
the form of anticipated happiness or recollected
happiness. The sense of pleasure or contentment
in itself is a fleeting thing and the circumstances
that give rise to this feeling usually fall short in
some way of our expectations, thus requiring
rehabilitation by our imagination in retrospect.
The universal question one is asked again and
again today – Did you have fun? Was it fun? –
seems to me to contain an ironic admission that
we must prop up our experiences in order to

want, yes, we had such fun!
Illusion is the central motif of the self-thatwants in Eliot’s play. Such a self lives in a world

wantwanthavehavenotswantwanthavehavenots-

ses wantmememe

of getting a good education,
of taking care of one’s
wantmememewant

health, of finding an attractive spouse, of achieving

that looks like the real world but which isn’t

career progression, of decorating one’s home with

because there are no other people present. The

tasteful furnishings, adopting measures for sound

other people are shadows of desire and fear. We

financial planning.

do not know the other people, only their proximity

of a reasonably full closet, refrigerator, maybe

to what we want or to what we fear may stand in

even a cave, certainly garage. We don’t approve

our way. There are no other people because the

of blatant selfishness, particularly when it is

cost of relationship with others is too high, and in

accompanied by vulgar tastes, but taking proper,

any case, the voices of the others are completely

responsible care of oneself, it turns out, is quite

drowned out by the anguished cry, I want, I want.

a large project – and it can easily consume a

Such a self lives under the delusion that it is
free – that, but for the inconvenience of other

wantwantwant

havehaveno

lifetime.
Eliot says that the self-that-wants can
want

only flourish in submission to the silent, obstinate

and claim happiness, thus completely missing out

self. Looking at Eliot’s play and looking into the

on the fact that life is a spiritually rigged game.

faith we share with Eliot, (continued on page 20)
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An inquiry into scarcity and plenty
(continued from page 19)

it is clear that this other self is our immortal soul.

daring to be available to others, in trusting the

It does not converse or argue with the self-that-

faith we profess – notwithstanding the fact that,

wants, but it mutely urges us to enter into the

while all this is going on, one is being spiritually

irrational mystery of God’s love. There, we find

molested by reassertions of injured self-interest.

that the cost of loving others, while it may be

Perhaps it is a friend who makes an unexpected

unwelcome, is bearable after all – though we may

claim on us; or maybe it comes from the person

want to take it in small doses, given the propensity

we promised to love above all others; or maybe we

of other people to be unfailingly irritating.

have to wait until we have children or until we find

“Happiness isn’t something you experience;
it’s something you remember.”
Only the saints have love enough to embrace

a neighbor whom we can’t ignore, but sooner or
later, we find ourselves at a fork in the road: do we
dare sacrifice ourselves to an extent that is quite
probably uncomfortable for the sake of another?

the full mystery of God where the cost of love is

We may be turned off by the formulaic

real suffering, heroic renunciation and faith that

version of salvation offered by evangelicals, but

stands up to the worst 2 a.m. misgivings. But in

I think they have one thing right: we must be

following the saints, at a safe distance, we soon

reborn, recast in a new mold, if we are to begin

find ourselves approaching that realm of heavenly

to appreciate the pitiably truncated version of

paradoxes that Jesus spoke of and to which St.

life that is proposed by the self-that-wants. We

Paul gave rhetorical edge, where every rational

must be converted to a new reality where we may

good the world proposes suffers an inversion: in

anticipate a thankful sense of plenty displacing

foolishness, we are wise, in bondage, we are free; in

a nagging fear of scarcity, where confidence in

giving, we receive, in dying, we live – in depletion,

God’s provision supplants a worried mistrust of

we experience increase. As we come upon these

life. At such moments, we probably won’t hear

paradoxes and begin to live into them a little, we

the clarion voice of Eliot’s tougher, speechless self,

begin to appreciate that the Kingdom of God is

but we can feel its presence. If we are attentive, we

a kind of parallel universe to the one to whose

can feel the moment when shadows begin to fall

principles nature fundamentally and society more

across it, and at other times, when a strange and

superficially teach us to conform.

wholesome joy – so unlike “fun” – takes hold of

But how can the soul, lacking a single good

us. Part of this joy arises from experiencing a new

argument, actually begin to exercise authority

sense of freedom as we turn over aspects of our life

over the self-that-wants?

For some it may be a

to God – to allow God to use them as He will, thus

sudden Pauline conversion – one moment one is

allowing us to relax our proprietary grip on what

riding a horse, the next, one’s in the dust looking

is ours, having acknowledged that it isn’t: we are

up at a blazing light, hearing God calling him by

only its custodians for a time.

name. But I would guess that for most of us it is
an evolutionary process dependent first on small,
then on greater experiments in self-sacrifice, in
20

Peter Fellowes is the Cathedral’s Senior Warden. This essay is
adapted from his Sunday Forum presentation on October 31, 2010.
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Les Enfants du Boss choir singing in the nave. Photo: Julia Seder

Praise to
the Boss!
From troubled quartiers,
inspiring voices

gestured their praise to the Boss above!
Les Enfants du Boss is comprised of children
from the ages of 8 to18 who live in the Quartiers,
financially challenged suburban neighborhoods,
of two cities in eastern France, Strasbourg and
Mulhouse.
In 2002, under the auspices of the Salvation
Army, Colonel Didier and Mme. Isabelle
founded

Action

Quartiers,

by Francie Seder

Chastagnier

an

P

needy families, and especially the youth, of these

association whose aim is to reach out to the

arishioners and regular visitors all know

marginalized neighborhoods, to let them know

the colorful love boxes that adorn the

they are cared for and to instill in them a sense of

Cathedral chancel steps on the first

hope for a better future. Through theater, music

Sunday of Advent. Destined for children

and sports activities as well as support groups and

in Alsace, their contents are equally familiar to the

animated church services, Action Quartiers bonds

volunteers who assemble and wrap them. But what

with local families and offers a positive outlet

few of us had encountered until recently were the

for youthful energy in a nurturing environment.

joyful young recipients themselves.

Two gospel choirs and Les Enfants du Boss, the

On Sunday, February 27, that changed when
Les Enfants du Boss, a youth choir hailing from

religious rock choir, are among the activities
Action Quartiers proposes.

Strasbourg and Mulhouse, enthralled a packed

In that same year, 2002, our Cathedral Love-

Cathedral with several of their favorite religious

in-a-Box Paris project was looking for new

rock ’n’ roll songs. Some clothed in familiar

partners to receive our gifts (see Trinité Fall 2007,

melodies from French Rap to Queen, the catchy

“Boxes of Joy and Compassion”). The Cathedral’s

religious lyrics caught the fancy of parishioners

participation in Love-in-a-Box began in 1999,

more accustomed to stately Anglican anthems.

when a group in Glasgow, Children in Distress,

Pride and determination lit up the faces of these

wanted to expand its clothing and essentials

30 young choristers as they sang, clapped and

drive for destitute families (continued on page 22)
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From troubled quartiers...
(continued from page 21)

in Bosnia and Kosovo to include non-essential gifts
for children – in other words, packages of pure
kindness.
Cathedral parishioners joined other church
groups around Europe to rise to this call, filling
colorfully wrapped shoeboxes with toys, candy, pens,
notebooks, and cozy hats and gloves. Then, in 2001,
foot-and-mouth disease dramatically curtailed this
effort when trucks carrying the gifts were prohibited

Three singers of Les Enfants du Boss. Photo: Neil Janin

from travelling between European countries for fear
of spreading the deadly malady. The Cathedral’s

experience: their first-ever Metro ride … the novel

Mission and Outreach Committee asked permission

taste of chili-con-carne … a trip to the top of the Eiffel

to take over the project within France and re-baptized

Tower and a ride on a Bâteau Mouche … the magic

it Love-in-a-Box Paris. We quickly found local youth-

of Disneyland … and a professional recording studio.

oriented charities to receive our gifts and, thanks to

These adventures were made possible through the

the Salvation Army in Paris, connected with Didier

generous support of our parish.

Chastagnier and Action Quartiers. The first year of

During a lull in The Boss’s action-packed visit, Jill

our partnership we sent just 200 boxes to Alsace. This

Cameron, the chief organizer of the Love-in-a-Box

year of the 2700 lovingly prepared gifts distributed

project, and I, her devoted sidekick, met with Didier.

to children in France and Bulgaria, 550 delighted the

Our goal was to think of new ways to interact and keep

children of Action Quartiers.

the kindness flowing. It is our hope that members

In keeping with the Mission and Outreach

of the Cathedral youth choir and our Journey to

Committee’s ambition to create an on-going exchange

Adulthood program will venture to Alsace in the near

with the partners who receive our donations, the Love-

future to share some of their talents with our Action

in-a-Box team had long hoped to welcome one of the

Quartiers friends through song, theatre and sport.

Action Quartiers choirs to the Cathedral. Thanks to

Meanwhile, the Enfants du Boss’s melodious

Judith and Jean Lanier, who funded their bus, and the

reprise of our Love-in-a-Box theme generated many

Mission and Outreach committee, this wish became

positive vibrations. The feeling can best be described

a reality when these Love-in-a-Box recipients spent

by the refrain of the oft-sung Sunday school tune by

their school vacation in Paris.

Malvina Reynolds, which goes:

Punctuated with work and fun, the choristers’
holiday was principally devoted to recording their

Love is something if you give it away,

second CD, this time in a professional studio. For

Give it away, give it away.

many of them, coming to Paris was the realization of

Love is something if you give it away,

a dream. After their February performance and over

You end up having more.

a chili lunch with Cathedral parishioners, mostly
youth, the Boss choristers shared their excitement.
Awe and some trepidation accompanied each new
22

Francie Seder, a co-leader of the Cathedral Love-in-a-Box project, is
director of the Trinity College in Hartford’s program in Paris.
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Food and hospitality have a long history at the

Where

nourishment

begins

Cathedral. But interestingly, the kitchen itself – the
source of that food – doesn’t. For nearly 70 years
after the Cathedral was built, entertaining was done
in the Deanery, or food was catered. It wasn’t until
the arrival of Dean Sturgis Riddle and his wife Betty
that things changed.
When the Riddles arrived in Paris in 1949,
there was what the new Dean called “a great deal of
housekeeping” to be done. The Cathedral building
had come through the war relatively unscathed, as

The Cathedral’s kitchen –
then, and now, and soon

it was commandeered by the occupying Germans

by Mark Carroll

Organist”). But the Cathedral community was

as a military chapel and well cared for throughout
(See Trinité, Spring 2007, “The Case of the Missing
diminished.
With an energetic new dean in place, that was soon
remedied. The congregation grew rapidly and the
Cathedral began to adapt to evolving expectations of

I

community life appropriate to this gathering place of

n an old book called Gastronomie: Récits de

Americans. It soon became evident that the existing

Table, Charles Monselet writes, “The most

parish house needed to be enlarged and modified

charming hours of our life, are all connected,

in function. The first step would be the addition

by a more or less tangible link, with some

of a kitchen “such as exist in the churches at home,

memory of the table.”

to serve the needs of the various parish groups and

Members and friends of the American Cathedral in

activities,” noted Dean Riddle in the February 1953

Paris will recognize the sentiment. Sunday morning

vestry meeting minutes.

coffee hours, pancake suppers, parish picnics,

At this meeting the Dean and the Vestry authorized

Lenten soups, Christmas bake sales, Twelfth Night

four different plans to be drawn up for the kitchen. With

revelries: The Cathedral community takes seriously

the idea that the most cost-efficient solution would be

the admonition of Peter to “show hospitality to one

to install the kitchen in the basement, all four plans had

another without grumbling.” The parish hall, the

to deal with the difficulty of moving the food into the

crypt and the library – even the nave itself – have

parish hall, where it would be served. Two of the plans

all been pressed into service to help parishioners

called for replacing the staircase. One vestry member,

and others break bread and celebrate that spirit of

Karl Cate, suggested that it “might be cheaper and

community that makes the parish so vibrant.

more convenient to study the (continued on page 24)
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The Cathedral’s kitchen...
(continued from page 23)

possibility of having the new kitchen built between the

church’s Boar’s Head Dinner,” whose preparation

Deanery and the parish hall, thus avoiding staircase

she supervised, and which “brought together 135

and dumb-waiter, it being understood that the new

members of the Young People’s Fellowship for a

building should match the Gothic style of the church.”

cracking five-course meal and a carol sing.”

However, by May the vestry had concluded that the

Margaret Benedict, known as the “mother

basement option leaving the existing staircase and

superior” of the kitchen, set a high standard for food

installing a hand-operated dumbwaiter was the least

and hospitality at the Cathedral, one which the cooks

expensive — 1,748,212 anciens francs (not including

through the decades have met with enthusiasm.

the range or refrigerator), or roughly €2,700 today. A

Every Friday of the year, for example, the mission

$5000 legacy gift from the estate of Willing Spencer

lunch team feeds a three-course meal to up to 64

was dedicated to the project. Only a year later the

needy people. The brainchild of former parishioner

hand-operated dumbwaiter had to be converted to

Tom Myers, the program was started in 1992, and

electric after “several accidents, with broken dishes

today is a joint effort of the American Cathedral,

and injured hands,” were reported to the vestry.

the American Church in Paris, St Joseph’s Catholic

In a marvelous essay called “Memories of a

Church and Vintage Church. The Cathedral hosts

Foreign Ministry,” Dean Riddle noted that it was

the lunches, but all four congregations take turns

Margaret Benedict, a “beloved senior member of the

preparing each Friday’s meal (See Trinité Spring 2007,

parish, and a renowned gourmet,” who was behind

“Friday Lunches: A Place of Welcome”).

the kitchen project. She was reportedly an excellent

Working on a limited budget, team members cook

cook, and once the new kitchen was in place, she gave

a balanced meal that includes a main dish, a cheese-

cooking classes there to raise money for the Junior

and-salad course, and dessert and coffee. The guests

Guild. An article in Newsweek in December 1957

sit at tables in the parish hall, and volunteers bring

repeats the apocryphal story of Margaret’s having

filled plates to each one, keep water pitchers filled,

invented Eggs Benedict, but goes on to talk about “the

and ensure an equitable distribution of bread – a far

Preparing pancakes in the kitchen. Photo: Kristen Ketron

cry from the image most of us have of people shuffling
through a cafeteria line at a soup kitchen.
Kristie Worrell, co-coordinator of the mission
lunch with the Cathedral’s Stéphanie Burette, cooks
on the weeks the American Church is responsible for
the meal. As with many of the volunteers who give
their time, Kristie came to help one Friday and “fell in
love with it” – the heart, the compassion, the spirit of
the program. Challenges such as recalcitrant ovens,
tight working spaces and the still-temperamental
dumbwaiter are compensated by the result – “more
than just a meal being served,” Kristie says, it’s
a ministry that benefits both the guests and the
volunteers.
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Junior

the kitchen clean. Most of the users are diligent about

Guild also makes

washing all the dishes, scrubbing the sinks, wiping the

extensive use of the

counters and the stoves, running vinegar through the

kitchen. Cathedral

dishwasher to cut down the lime deposits from the

member

Sigun

hard Paris water, But some aren’t. A number of cooks

Coyle coordinates

say that the first thing they do in preparing a meal in

most of the meals,

the Cathedral kitchen is to wipe all the surfaces and to

which include a

wash any dishes left in the sink.

The

luncheon once a

One thing all the groups agree on. Having the

month, an annual

kitchen on a different floor from the serving space is

lunch for young

a challenge, and a potentially dangerous one at that.

people, a Christmas

Many things can be sent up to the parish hall in the

fair, and a spring

dumbwaiter. But that much-abused machine can’t

book, baked goods

support a lot of weight, so heavy pots and baking

and begonias (or BBB) sale. As other cooks have,

pans filled with food need to be carried up the stone

Sigun has learned to work around the idiosyncrasies

staircase outside the kitchen.

Negotiating the steep stairs from the kitchen.
Photo:The American Cathedral in Paris

of the Cathedral kitchen to prepare intricate and

That’s one of the many reasons that, as part of

delicious meals. A Christmas lunch for sometimes up

the Together in Faith Capital Campaign, the “fine

to 60 people might feature millefeuille of foie gras,

modern kitchen” of 1953 will be replaced. After

baked ham, gratin jurassien and cranberry-walnut

nearly 60 years of faithful service, the basement

pie – all but the millefeuille prepared on site.

kitchen will be retired, and a new kitchen built on the

Having the kitchen on a different floor
from the serving space is a challenge

rez-de-chaussée of the parish house. The Cathedral’s
kitchen facilities will thus reflect the very latest
regulations for a professional kitchen, which we are

Sharing a kitchen among so many groups – in

deemed to be because of the numbers of meals we

addition to the mission lunch and Junior Guild,

serve regularly, and will feature dedicated cold and

regular users include Parish Life, Journey to

hot food preparation areas, improved ventilation and

Adulthood, Lambda, and four choirs – can be tricky.

waste disposal, and a clean-up area separate from the

Finding room to store ingredients is a challenge. Each

cooking area.

cook has his or her favorite places to stash things.
The Mission lunch has dedicated cupboards for staple

In so many ways, the kitchen is the heart of family
life, and the Cathedral kitchen is no exception.

items donated to the program during food drives.

As Patti Lecron, former coordinator of the

But all of the programs face the storage challenge,

mission lunch program, puts it, “Everyone who goes

and meet it creatively. Dry goods are piled on the

down there leaves with something in their heart.”

countertops along the side wall, or on the chest freezer

Nourishment not just for the body, but for the spirit

in the pantry. Drinks might be stashed outside the

in the best of our tradition.

back door, or up in the cupboards in the parish hall.
Sharing space brings another challenge – keeping
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Mark Carroll has been actively associated with the Cathedral since 1995.
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What
does a
canon
do?
by Anne Swardson

A

Canon Pastor Elizabeth Hall Hendrick
Photo: Dennis Mana-ay

canon, replies the Rev. Canon

with the dean and beginning to divide operating

Elizabeth Hall Hendrick with a

responsibilities as well. And figuring out how to find

smile, assists the dean of a cathedral

her way around in Paris, of course!

in any way needed. And that is just

“It’s usual to watch and listen at first, to get a sense

what she has been doing since she

of how the group is going and how I can support

arrived in February.
When a search committee commissioned by Dean

26

that,” she says. “But you’d better be working at the
same time.”

Fleetwood set out to find a successor to Canon Pastor

She arrived from All Saints-by-the-Sea Episcopal

Jonathan Huyck it was looking for what is often

Church in Santa Barbara, where she had been associate

known in the church as a senior associate in a

rector, on January 26 with three suitcases and P.J., her

cathedral, often carrying the title of canon (which can

four-year-old golden retriever. The armchair and its

be bestowed on lay leaders as well).

ottoman, as well as the music collection of classical

There were more than 70 applications. After a

guitar, piano, Baroque composers and such West

long search that included personal interviews with

Coast jazz artists as Kenny G and George Benson

multiple candidates, Liz was the unanimous choice

followed later. Liz and P.J. are installed in the canonry

of the committee that was advising Dean Fleetwood,

until the capital construction project sends them to

and of the dean himself.

other lodgings.

Now Liz is doing what a canon does: helping

“She’s a great gift of God to the Church,” Dean

the dean in every way needed. And she is learning

Fleetwood says. “Within weeks of her arrival, it

about the cathedral and its workings. She calls it an

became clear that Liz will be an exemplary colleague in

“observation phase,’’ though at the same time she

ministry: a great team player, sensitive and insightful

is already sharing liturgical and preaching duties

pastor, excellent preacher and liturgist and we have
Trinité magazine Spring 2011

fun together!”
Like many in the clergy, Liz did not set out to
become a priest. A “military brat,” she lived all over the
world – including near Metz, where her father served
as an Air Force pilot at Toul Rosieres Air Base, for two
years. She first worked as a medical technologist after
graduating from the University of Florida. Then, after
receiving a Master’s of Business Administration from
the Crummer Graduate School of Business in Winter
Park, Florida, she worked in marketing, business
operations and strategic planning for companies in
Florida, Pennsylvania and California.
She traveled to France then as well, managing a
product marketing team in Marseille. One of her
fondest memories, she says, was when they conducted
a product briefing entirely in French in the knowledge
she would be able to understand it.
She had been, as she puts it, a “cradle Episcopalian,”

A health club
for the mind
Mental fitness, verbal gymnastics,
literary heavyweights, creative
exercises, intellectual treadmills,
memory jogging, database runs,
historical cycles, pumping irony,
mind massages – and professionals
to spot you.
Consider joining

The American Library in Paris
Wellness through ideas.
10, rue du Général Camou
75007 Paris
www.americanlibraryinparis.org

Ministry in the church was an interest she shared with
her husband Ray, when they lived in Apopka Florida.
Ray died of cancer in 1989. When she began living
in Miami in the mid-1990’s, she started attending St.
Thomas Episcopal in Coral Gables and became very
active. The idea of becoming a deacon began to appeal
to her, and she told the priest there of her interest.
“He talked with me for a little over an hour and
told me that he thought my call was to the priesthood,”
she says. “I told him ‘no way.’ It took about five
years before I would fully surrender to the process
of discernment in the church.” She graduated from
Episcopal Theological Seminary of the Southwest,
Austin, Texas in May 2008.
And how glad we are she did.

TRINITY SOCIETY
Your will
can be a statement
about what you value
in your life.
Remember the Cathedral
when you make your estate plans
and join the Trinity Society.
For more information:
development@americancathedral.org

Anne Swardson is chair of the Cathedral’s Mission & Outreach
Committee and an editor-at-large with Bloomberg News. She served on
an informal interviewing committee during the canon search.
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